Title II Funding – Professional Development Opportunity
“Teach Me Writing”
"Teach Me Writing" is a process-based curriculum that promotes achievement and
accountability in the subject of writing.
Teach Me Writing" is a school-wide sequential writing program that was designed for K5, (being implemented K-7 in many states), which provides teachers with daily lessons at
every grade level. "Teach Me Writing" provides a consistent scope and sequence, as well
as, a consistent language, presentation and expectation for teaching the process of
writing. This non-consumable, Scientific-Researched Based Curriculum is cost effective
and teacher friendly.
The program is available in hard copy (teacher handbook with paper and transparencies)
or on a CD-ROM. The program also offers Word Wall Posters - 43 color posters
providing enriched vocabulary for Over-Used Words, Vivid Verb, Emotion Words and
Five Senses.
"Teach Me Writing" is a language-based program that promotes language acquisition,
comprehension and literacy starting the first day of kindergarten. Each Teacher
Handbook provides teacher with day-by-day, step-by-step, detailed instructions with
lesson plans. A grade level specific training presentation, as well as a school-wide
training presentation is provided on every CD-ROM. "Teach Me Writing" provides
teachers with the tools to teach the process of writing. "Teach Me Writing" is an effective
tool for middle and high school students struggling to master the process of writing.

Terms of Contract for Consulting Services:
Consultant: Roni Bostwick, President
Consulting Service:
A Full Day Training Seminar on the implementation of the “Teach Me Writing”
Program. Emphasizing the importance of a consistent language, presentation and
expectation for teaching the process of writing.
Cost: $375.00 per teacher
(each teacher will receive a grade level appropriate “Teach Me Writing” Teacher
Handbook (black lines only), Teacher CD-ROM, and a Value Pack Word Wall Poster Set
free of charge)
Minimum Participants: 100
(schools may combine to meet minimum participation requirements)
Writing is a process and must be taught as a process. Each teacher must have grade
level appropriate curriculum in order for a school to be successful on the

state writing assessment. Teachers want to be empowered with a
comprehensive, sequential program that allows them to teach the
process of writing. “Teach Me Writing” is that program.
Contact Roni Bostwick at 888-604-8063 for more details.
info@teachmewriting.com
http://www.teachmewriting.com

